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Abstract
We present a set of studies concerning the description of New Physics (NP) effects car-
acterized by a scale much higher than the electroweak scale. We show that both present
experimental results and several types of theretical considerations about the Standard
Model (SM) and NP suggest a hierarchy among the sectors in which NP manifestations
should appear. We concentrate on residual effects described by effective lagrangians in-
volving bosonic and/or heavy quark fields. For each operator we propose an unambiguous
definition of the NP scale given by the energy at which unitarity is saturated. We also
consider the possible existence of Higher Vector Bosons. We then study the tests real-
izable at present and future colliders. We start from the analysis of the high precision
tests at Z peak, discussing separately the constraints obtained from the light fermionic
sector and those due to the bb¯ sector. We then consider the process e+e− → f f¯ at higher
energies (LEP2 and NLC) and we propose the ”Z peak subtracted representation” which
allows to automatically take into account Z peak constraints and to describe several types
of NP effects at any other energy. Applications to various NP effects (Higher Vector
Bosons, Technicolour resonances, Anomalous Gauge Boson couplings) are given. We then
concentrate on several bosonic processes, e+e− → W+W−, HZ, Hγ, and γγ collisions
producing boson pairs or a single Higgs. We study the sensitivities to the various opera-
tors involved in the effective lagrangian and we propose ways to disentangle them. The
NP scales which can be felt vary from a few TeV at LEP2 up to 200 TeV in single H
production at NLC.
1Partially supported by the EC contract CHRX-CT94-0579.
1 Introduction
New Physics (NP) is a generic word designing unknown dynamical features that would
solve all problems and deficiencies of the Standard Model (SM). The nature of NP is an
opened question. Extensions of SM by a gauge group, extensions of the minimal scalar
Higgs sector, Supersymmetry, alternative descriptions of mass generation, Grand Unified
schemes and other new concepts (superstrings),.... are popular examples.
Present experiments, in particular the high precision tests performed at Z peak and
at low energies have excluded a modification of the SM structure of the light leptons
and quarks at a few per mille level[1]. This can be interpreted by saying that NP is
caracterized by a scale ΛNP much larger than MZ , at least in this light fermionic sector.
On another hand the most acute theoretical problem of SM concerns the mass generation
mechanism[2], i.e. the scalar sector which generates the longitudinal WL, ZL states as
well as the heavy (t, b) quark sector. These facts are driving us to the search for NP
manifestations in these latter sectors.
We shall stick to the assumption that ΛNP is higher than the energies reachable by
present and nearby future experiments, so that no new particles can be produced. The
only NP manifestations should then consist in modifications of the interactions among
usual particles that are called residual effects. The net result is the appearence of modified
SM couplings among usual particles, of departures from the SM values of the standard
gauge couplings, and the existence of new coupling forms. They are described by an effec-
tive lagrangian Leff corresponding to the integration of all heavy (of order ΛNP ) degrees
of freedom. The form, a priori unknown, of Leff is restricted by general principles like
Lorentz and U(1)EM invariance and by the dimension of the operators used to construct
it. In practice the high value of the NP scale should favor the dim = 6 operators[3].
Each operator is associated to a coupling constant and we have shown [4], [5],[6], that its
value is related to the energy at which unitarity is saturated. This energy value can be
considered as an unambiguous definition of the NP scale as it should correspond to the
threshold for new particle creation.
Further assumptions can reduce the number of operators. Recently it has been ad-
vocated [7] that in order to preserve all ”good features” of the SM, a broken gauge
invariance scenario has to be kept. Before Symmetry Breaking (SB) applies, Leff should
be SU(2) × U(1) gauge invariant. When the dimension is limited as mentioned above,
this is an important restriction, otherwise it is always possible to write any Lorentz and
U(1)EM invariant lagrangian into an SU(2) × U(1) gauge invariant one by taking suit-
able combinations of scalar fields with other fields[8]. At this point let us however notice
that there exist possibilities of extended gauge invariant pictures which do not fall into
this class of structures. At low energies they induce explicit SB breaking. See for exam-
ple the so-called strong SU(2)V extensions[9]. For simplicity we shall not consider these
possibilities in this report.
We have also studied [10],[6], how Leff is generated by specific NP structures, for
example when one integrates out the effects of new heavy fermions or new heavy bosons.
We have observed that it seems easier to generate stronger anomalous couplings for Higgs
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bosons than for gauge bosons. A hierarchy is then appearing for NP effects which puts
ahead the scalar sector, followed by the gauge boson sector and the heavy quark sector
and finally the light quark sector which is already very strongly constrained by present
experiments.
Another possible manifestation of NP in the bosonic sector is through the existence
of higher vector bosons. The effects of a higher Z ′ are of two kinds, direct modifications
of the Z couplings through Z −Z ′ mixing and addition of Z ′ exchange diagrams, that we
shall also describe in an effective way as a modification of the SM amplitudes for photon
and Z exchange. We have recently reexamined both of these effects [11], [12], [13].
After shortly presenting, in Section 2, the tools that we used for treating these various
NP manifestations, I discuss in Section 3 the tests that can be done at present and future
colliders with the expected sensitivities to each type of effect and I present, in Section 4,
the landscape of NP which comes as an ouput.
2 Higher Vector Bosons and Effective Lagrangians
a) Higher Neutral Vector Bosons Z ′
The existence of Higher Vector Bosons is predicted in various extensions of the SM
(E6 grand unified schemes, Right-Left symmetry) or alternatives (compositeness inspired
schemes). No direct production has yet occured (a limit of the order of MV > 500GeV
has been set at Fermilab[14]).
We are interested in the indirect limits that can be set on neutral vector bosons
(generically called Z ′) in e+e− collisions. They come in two ways. Firstly, a Z ′ exchange
diagram can be added to the γ and Z one in e+e− annihilation into fermion pairs. Its
effect will directly depend on the vector and axial couplings of the Z ′ and on its massMZ′.
We have shown [13] that this effect can be described as a modification of the initial and
final γ, Z couplings and treated together with the 1-loop description of the SM amplitude
at any q2. I shall discuss the results in Section 3.
However the Z ′ may be only weakly coupled to fermion-antifermion. This arises in
several alternative models for mass generation (Technicolour, Compositeness, SU(2)V ex-
tensions,...). In this case their existence can be searched through their bosonic couplings
(W+W−) or through several types of modifications they may induce on γ,W, Z proper-
ties. For example Z − Z ′ mixing through loop effects or through genuine mass-mixing
can modify Z couplings. As they have been very accurately measured at LEP1, strong
constraints on the mixing angle θM has been established [11]. We shall come back to these
quantitative limits in Section 3.
b) Effective Lagrangian in the Bosonic Sector
Following the assumption that the strongest NP residual effects lie in the bosonic
sector, and that they are caracterized by a high scale, we have concentrated our study on
operators of dim = 6, SU(2) × U(1) gauge invariant and involving only W,Z, γ and H .
The full list involves 17 operators[15], [6]. They have been first classified according to the
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way they affect the various sectors. Eight non blind operators, 4 CP-conserving onesODW ,
ODB, OBW , OΦ1 and 4 CP-violating ones OW , OWΦ, OBΦ, OBW affect the light fermionic
sector and are severely constrained by Z peak as well as low energy measurements. Two
superblind ones OΦ2, OΦ3, do not affect fermions neither pure gauge bosons couplings
but only Higgs couplings to themselves or to gauge bosons, and are therefore difficult
to observe experimentally. We shall concentrate on the seven blind ones which are not
affecting the light fermions but produce anomalous gauge boson couplings and anomalous
Higgs-gauge boson couplings. We shall also consider OΦ2 which can affect the process
e+e− → HZ. This set of eight operators is listed below.
The first one produce only anomalous gauge boson couplings
OW = 1
3!
(−→
W
ν
µ ×−→W
λ
ν
)
· −→W µλ (1)
The next two ones produce both anomalous gauge boson couplings and anomalous
Higgs-gauge boson couplings
OWΦ = i (DµΦ)†−→τ · −→W µν(DνΦ) , (2)
OBΦ = i (DµΦ)†Bµν(DνΦ) , (3)
whereas the four other ones produce anomalous Higgs couplings but no pure gauge-boson
couplings.
OUW = 1
v2
(Φ†Φ− v
2
2
)
−→
W
µν · −→W µν , (4)
OUB = 4
v2
(Φ†Φ− v
2
2
)Bµν Bµν , (5)
OUW = 1
v2
(Φ†Φ)
−→
W
µν · −˜→W µν , (6)
OUB = 4
v2
(Φ†Φ)Bµν B˜µν (7)
The last two ones are CP-violating. We shall also consider the superblind operator
OΦ2 = 4∂µ(Φ†Φ)∂µ(Φ†Φ) , (8)
Its effect is to induce a wave function renormalization to the Higgs field. Note also that
OΦ2, OW , OUW and OUW are custodial SU(2)c invariant.
The effective lagrangian will be written
LNP = λW g
M2W
OW + fBg′
2M2W
OBΦ + fW g
2M2W
OWΦ +
d OUW + dB
4
OUB + d OUW + dB
4
OUB +
fΦ2
v2
OΦ2 , (9)
This NP lagrangian is often written elsewhere as
3
L = Σi
f¯i
Λ2NP
Oi (10)
ΛNP being the NP scale. However in absence of a well defined NP dynamics, the
normalization of ΛNP is not well defined, and in phenomenological analyses it has to be
fixed to a certain value (often taken as 1TeV ) before discussing the magnitude of the f¯i.
We have defined[4] a phenomenological scale which is free of this ambiguity. For
dim > 4 operators the amplitudes grow with the energy so that we define a scale Λth(fi)
as the value of the energy at which the unitarity limit is reached for a given operator, the
lagrangian being now written as
L = ΣifiOi . (11)
This scale Λth has precisely the physical meaning of the NP scale ΛNP as it should
precisely be the energy value corresponding to the threshold for new particle production
(which cures the unitarity saturation). So in the following we shall identify these two scales
and for each operator we shall refer to ΛNP ≡ Λth(fi). It is also the energy at which Leff
ceases to be meaningful. So for each operator Oi, each value of fi is associated to a ΛNP
through a well-defined relation. An example extracted from the results obtained in [4] for
the operator OW with the normalization in eqs.(1),(9) is
Λth(λW ) =
√√√√19M2W|λW | (12)
It shows in particular that the sensitivity to low values of fi means a sensitivity to
high scales ΛNP .
c) Effective Lagrangian for the Heavy Quark Sector
Contrarily to the case of the light fermionic sector, the heavy quark sector (t, b) has
not yet been tested with high accuracy. At LEP1, the recent measurements of the Zbb¯
width show room for non standard effects at the few percent level (as opposed to the
per mille level in the light sector)[1]. The heavy top (mt ≃ 2MW ) may precisely open
a window on the mass generation mechanism. Anomalous top properties reflect in the
Zbb¯ coupling through the 1-loop correction to this vertex. In the SM case a large effect
proportional to (mt/MZ)
2 is already appearing. NP effects involving the top can also be
similarly enhanced. If the mass generation mechanism is at the origin of these effects, we
expect that the corresponding effective lagrangian involves at least one tR field. We have
done[16] a classification of all such dim = 6, SU(2)×U(1) gauge invariant operators and
we found 28 ones, 14 of them involving tR fields. We concentrated on these 14 ones that
consist in 7 two-quark operators and 7 four-quark ones.
Four-quark operators
Oqt = (q¯LtR)(t¯RqL) , (13)
4
O(8)qt = (q¯L−→λ tR)(t¯R−→λ qL) , (14)
Ott = 1
2
(t¯RγµtR)(t¯Rγ
µtR) , (15)
Otb = (t¯RγµtR)(b¯RγµbR) , (16)
O(8)tb = (t¯Rγµ
−→
λ tR)(b¯Rγ
µ−→λ bR) , (17)
Oqq = (t¯RtL)(b¯RbL) + (t¯LtR)(b¯LbR)
−(t¯RbL)(b¯RtL)− (b¯LtR)(t¯LbR) , (18)
O(8)qq = (t¯R
−→
λ tL)(b¯R
−→
λ bL) + (t¯L
−→
λ tR)(b¯L
−→
λ bR)
−(t¯R−→λ bL)(b¯R−→λ tL)− (b¯L−→λ tR)(t¯L−→λ bR) . (19)
Two-quark operators
Ot1 = (Φ†Φ)(q¯LtRΦ˜ + t¯RΦ˜†qL) , (20)
Ot2 = i
[
Φ†(DµΦ)− (DµΦ†)Φ
]
(t¯Rγ
µtR) , (21)
Ot3 = i (Φ˜†DµΦ)(t¯RγµbR)− i (DµΦ†Φ˜)(b¯RγµtR) , (22)
ODt = (q¯LDµtR)DµΦ˜ +DµΦ˜†(DµtR qL) , (23)
OtWΦ = (q¯Lσµν−→τ tR)Φ˜ · −→W µν + Φ˜†(t¯Rσµν−→τ qL) · −→W µν , (24)
OtBΦ = (q¯LσµνtR)Φ˜Bµν + Φ˜†(t¯RσµνqL)Bµν , (25)
OtGΦ =
[
(q¯Lσ
µνλatR)Φ˜ + Φ˜
†(t¯Rσ
µνλaqL)
]
Gaµν . (26)
We temporarily (the obtention of unitarity constraints is in progress [17]) define the
lagrangian in this sector as
L =∑
i
f¯i
Λ2NP
Oi , (27)
ΛNP being the NP scale and f¯i the dimensionless coupling of the operator Oi. The effects
in Z peak physics has been studied in [16] and reported in Section 3. The analysis of the
effects in direct top production is in progress[17].
3 Tests at present and future colliders
We now successively report on the results obtained with the above tools for the present
LEP/SLC range and beyond (LEP2 and NLC).
3a. The Light l,q Sector at LEP1/SLC
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It is important to discuss how far the high precision tests done at Z peak with fermionic
processes can be used to test the bosonic sector. In order to achieve this goal it is essential
to use a description of the Z exchange processes which is sufficiently general in order to
account for possible NP effects but also in order to cover in an accurate way the SM
radiative correction effects. For this reason the usual description [18] of the effective Z
exchange amplitude in e+e− → f f¯ has been somewhat generalized [19].
The charged leptonic processes e+e− → Z → l+l− is described by the usual two
parameters ǫl1, s¯
2
l that can be experimentally measured through two ”good” observables,
the leptonic Z width Γl, and Al taken as the polarized asymmetry ALR or the τ asymmetry
or through the unpolarized forward-backward asymmetry AFB,l =
3
4
A2l .
The light quark processes e+e− → Z → qq¯ are described assuming universality for the
first two families, i.e. u = c and d = s. In this case we have defined 4 parameters ǫu,d1 , s¯
2
u,d
(actually in [19] we have frequently used their combinations called δ
(1)
u,d and δ
′
u,d). They
could in principle be determined by the four observables Γu,d or Γc,s and Au,d or Ac,s. In
practice the situation is slightly less simple as one can measure in an accurate way only
Γ4 or the combination D defined in [20] and at a weaker level maybe also Γc.
Asymmetry factors Aq are involved in the forward-backward asymmetries AFB,q =
3
4
AlAq but can only be measured with a sufficient accuracy through polarized e
± beams[21]
with A
pol(q)
FB =
3
4
Aq for q=c and at a weaker accuracy for q=s.
Constraints on Higher Vector Bosons and on anomalous interactions in the bosonic
sector have been established on the basis of these Z peak measurements.
In the case of Z − Z ′ mixing effects, model-independent constraints have been ob-
tained [11], [12] on the product of the mixing angle θM by the fermionic Z
′ couplings.
For specific models (like E6 or LR symmetry, or alternative models) in which these Z
′
couplings are fixed, upper limits have been found for θM that lie at the few per mille level,
see Table 1a.
Table 1a: Upper bounds on the mixing angle θM .
Ψ η χ LR
-0.007 +0.002 -0.012 +0.005 -0.010 +0.002 -0.005 +0.002
In some ”constrained” cases this mixing angle is related to the ratioM2Z/M
2
Z′ and in Table
1b the limits have been translated into lower limits for MZ′ [11], [12].
Table 1b: Lower bounds for Z’ masses in TeV
η χ LR Y YL(λ
2
Y = 1/4) Z
∗
0.6 0.6 1.1 1.1 1.7 1.1
Concerning the effective bosonic lagrangian, I will just recall that the four non blind
operators ODW , ODB, OBW , OΦ1 contribute directly (at tree level) to the ǫi parameters.
Consequently the constraints on the coupling constants are very strong[7], [15], i.e.
|f¯iM
2
Z
Λ2NP
| <∼ O(10−2 to 10−3) (28)
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when one treats these operators one by one.
Blind operators affect the LEP1 parameters only at 1-loop. This raises the usual tech-
nical problems of loop computations with effective (non renormalizable) lagrangians[22].
About this point we have just noticed the fact that the domain of integration correspond-
ing to the divergent part may correspond to a strong coupling regime (and even overpass
the unitarity limit) so that non-perturbative effects should in principle be taken into ac-
count. This weakens the power of the constraints that has been derived from perturbative
analyses. Nevertheless they give an orientation. In any case, because of the loop factor
α
4π
the constraints are much weaker than in the case of nonblind operators
|f¯iM
2
Z
Λ2NP
| <∼ O(1 to 10−1) (29)
for example[15]
|λW | <∼ 0.6 . (30)
Through unitarity relations [4] this limit corresponds to a rather low NP scale of 0.35
TeV and this illustrates the point just mentioned above about the limit of validity of the
1-loop constraints.
We have also computed[16] the leading contributions at 1-loop of the anomalous top
interactions described in Section 2 to the ǫi parameters. In fact only 4 operators Ot2,
ODt, OtWΦ, OtBΦ in this list contribute here and the result, for ΛNP = 1TeV , is
− 0.3 <∼ f¯t2 <∼ +0.3 − 1.1 <∼ f¯Dt <∼ +1.1 , (31)
− 0.27 <∼ f¯tWΦ <∼ +0.47 − 0.27 <∼ f¯tBΦ <∼ +0.43 , (32)
which constitutes already very stringent constraints on this sector.
3b. The Heavy Quark Sector at LEP1/SLC
In this sector the only process available at Z peak is e+e− → Z → bb¯. It is described by
two additional parameters [23] that we identify through the departures from universality
with the two first families:
δgV b = δgV d + δg
Heavy
V b (33)
δgAb = δgAd + δg
Heavy
Ab (34)
that can be determined through the two new observables
Γb = Γd[1 + δbV ] Ab = Ad[1 + ηb] (35)
measurable through
Rb =
Γb
Γhad
A
pol(b)
FB =
3
4
Ab (36)
The parameters δbV and ηb are essentially representing the left-handed and the right-
handed types of NP corrections [23]. These corrections can appear from various sources
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(anomalous heavy quark couplings, anomalous gauge boson couplings, anomalous Higgs
couplings, new particle exchanged like charged Higgses and supersymmetric partners,.....).
We have shown that various models lie on different trajectories in the δbV , ηb plane. See
Fig. 2-6 of [23].
Recently we have computed the leading contributions to the Zbb¯ vertex of the operators
describing the anomalous gauge boson and top interactions listed in Section 2. In the case
of anomalous gauge boson interactions only 2 operators, namelyOWΦ andOBΦ, contribute
at this level [24]. So this process provides an interesting way of disentangling them from
the whole set of blind operators.
In the case of anomalous top interactions, among the 14 operators only seven of them
contribute and the results are summarized in Table 2, where the blanks indicate no con-
tribution from the corresponding operator.
Table 2: Contributions of ”top” operators to Z peak physics.
Operator ǫ
(NP )
1 ǫ
(NP )
3 δ
(NP )
bv η
(NP )
b /δ
(NP )
bv
Oqt −2.1× 10−3f¯qt 0.068
O(8)qt −1.1 × 10−2f¯ (8)qt 0.068
Ot2 −1.1 × 10−2f¯t2 2.1× 10−3f¯t2 0.068
ODt −2.8× 10−3f¯Dt −4.8 × 10−3f¯Dt 0.068
Oqq 1.7× 10−5f¯qq 0.03
O(8)qq 9.1× 10−5f¯ (8)qq 0.03
Otb −2.3× 10−3f¯tb −2.068
OtWΦ −6.0× 10−3f¯tWΦ
OtBΦ −6.6× 10−3f¯tBΦ
We remark that the operators Oqt, O(8)qt , Ot2 and ODt give purely left-handed contri-
butions, whereas on the contrary, the operator Otb generates a pure right-handed one.
Finally, Oqq and O(8)qq generate only anomalous magnetic moment-type couplings for both,
Zbb¯ and γbb¯ couplings.
The results presently available on Γb alone from LEP and SLC [1], leading to
δ
(NP )
bV = (+1.93± 1.08)× 10−2 . (37)
give the constraints for ΛNP = 1TeV
−15 <∼ f¯qt <∼ −4 −3 <∼ f¯ (8)qt <∼ −0.7 −6 <∼ f¯Dt <∼ −2 +4 <∼ f¯t2 <∼ +15 , (38)
− 14 <∼ f¯tb <∼ −4 0.5× 10+3 <∼ f¯qq <∼ 2× 10+3 10+2 <∼ f¯ (8)qq <∼ 4× 10+2 . (39)
The very loose limit on f¯qq and f¯
(8)
qq is due to the presence of an mb/mt factor for the
effect of this type of magnetic coupling called δκZ in [16] . It corresponds to a δκZ value
of the order of 0.1. We have looked whether it could be possible to measure separately
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the magnetic γbb¯ and Zbb¯ couplings by performing measurements outside the Z peak. An
analysis[16] of the process e+e− → bb¯ going through photon and Z exchange showed us
that an accuracy of one percent below the Z peak would allow the determination of δκγ
at the same level of 0.1 .
The most interesting result in Table 2 is given by its last column which indicates that
the ratio η
(NP )
b /δ
(NP )
bv provides a very strong signature for discriminating between the
left-handed, right-handed and the anomalous magnetic Zbb¯ vertex. Note that if a single
operator dominates, the ratio η
(NP )
b /δ
(NP )
bv is independent of the magnitude of its coupling
and depends only on the nature of the induced Zbb¯ vertex.
It should be stressed that the large and negative η
(NP )
b /δ
(NP )
bv ratio would be a rather
peculiar signature of the Otb operator. This result would be orthogonal to the expec-
tations for the minimal supersymmetric SM. Here, in fact, the trend would be that of
positive η
(NP )
b (of order one percent) for positive δ
(NP )
bv . However, this prediction would
be necessarily acompanied by the discovery of suitably light supersymmetric particles,
like e.g. a light chargino and/or a light neutral Higgs.
4 e+e− → ff¯ at LEP2 and NLC
We were then interested in the following question. Having as an input the result of the
high precision tests at Z peak, is it still possible to find or to constrain NP effects from the
fermionic channels e+e− → f f¯ at higher energies? The answer is ”Yes” because NP effects
should grow when the energy increases towards the NP scale, whereas SM contributions
should decrease (because of unitarity constraints).
We have established a method for treating this situation that we called in [25]
The Z-peak Subtracted Representation. The main idea is that of expressing the
various effects in the form of a once-subtracted dispersion integral, and of fixing the
necessary subtraction constants by suitable model-independent LEP 1 results. In this
way, we are led to a compact ”representation” of all observables (cross sections, FB
asymmetries, polarization asymmetries,....) which presents two main advantages. The
first one is to express the New Physics contributions through convergent integrals. The
second one is that LEP 1 constraints (MZ and all Z partial widths), as well as α(0), are
automatically incorporated in the expressions of the observables.
For example, the cross section for muon production σµ(q
2), at cm energy
√
q2, at one
loop level takes the form
σ(1)µ (q
2) ≃
(
4
3
π q2
) { [
α
q2
]2 [
1 + 2∆˜α(q2)
]
+
1
[(q2 −M2z )2 +M2zΓ2z]
[
3Γℓ
Mz
]2 [
1− 2R(q2)− 16(1− 4s
2
1)c1s1
(1 + v˜2ℓ (M
2
z ))
V(q2)
] }
(40)
where in the three combinations
∆˜α(q2) ≡ Re(F˜γ(0)− F˜γ(q2)) (41)
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R(q2) = I˜z(q
2)− I˜z(M2z ) (42)
V(q2) = Re
[
F˜γz(q
2)− F˜γz(M2z )
]
(43)
respectively associated to photon exchange, Z exchange and their interference, a “sub-
traction” at the Z peak has been performed. Other e+e− → f f¯ processes are treated in
a similar way and involve the same types of combinations with an index (ef), see [13].
The departures from 1-loop SM predictions appear in these three Z-subtracted com-
binations. We have considered several classes of models (Technicolour type, Anomalous
gauge boson couplings, Higher vector boson Z’), computed their contributions to these
functions and obtained the expressions of the various observables at LEP2 and NLC.
Depending on the number of basic parameters of the models, typical relations among
these various functions have been established. Three examples are given below, for the
Technicolour-type of models [26]
V TC(q2) ≡ (1− 2s
2
1
2s1c1
)(
q2 −M2Z
q2
)(
M2V
M2V −M2Z
)∆˜αTC(q2) , (44)
for anomalous gauge boson couplings [25]
∆˜αAGC(q2) ≡ −( q
2
q2 −M2Z
)[RAGC(q2) +
2s21 − 1
c1s1
V AGC(q2)] , (45)
and for general Z ′ exchange [13]
[V Z
′
(q2)]2 ≡ −(q
2 −M2Z
q2
)RZ
′
(q2)∆˜αZ
′
(q2) . (46)
We have then translated them in the form of trajectories in the space of the observables.
As one can see from Fig.1a-b this should allow a clear disentangling of these classes of
models. In Fig.1c,d we have illustrated how various types of Z ′ models distribute inside
the 2-dimensional space of σ(e+e− → µ+µ−) and AµFB.
In [13] trajectories in the space of other observables (including hadronic ones) have
also been obtained.
5 e+e− →W+W− at LEP2 and NLC
This process is known since a long time to be the first place for testing the gauge couplings
γWW and ZWW [27]. After several other studies in the past, a model independent
analysis has been recently made[29]. It involves the seven possible forms for anomalous
3-boson couplings, consistent with Lorentz and U(1)EM invariances. A methodology
has been proposed[28], [29], [30], [31] for disentangling these various forms by using the
W angular distribution and the W spin density matrices measurable through the decay
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distributions into fermion pairs. Discovery limits for individual couplings and contour
plots for the multiparameter cases have been obtained.
If we now stick to the assumptions about NP explained in the introduction, and
restrict to CP-conserving dim = 6 operators, only three independent operators OW , OBΦ
and OWΦ appear. They contribute to five of the γWW and ZWW anomalous couplings,
namely δZ , xγ , xZ , λγ and λZ , satisfying the relations [8], [32]
xZ = −s
c
xγ (47)
λγ = λZ (48)
At LEP2 the sensitivity to these couplings is expected to be at the level of 10−1. At
NLC the sensitivity is expected to increase according to the scaling law
√
s.L where s is
the square of the e−e− energy and L the luminosity of the machine. For example at 1
TeV with 80fb−1 one should reach a sensitivity of the order of 10−3.
Using the unitarity relations [4] this means that NP scales of about 1.5 TeV should
be reached for these operators at LEP2. At a 1TeV NLC they reach about 10 TeV.
6 Production HZ and Hγ at LEP2 and NLC
If the Higgs mass is low enough, the first possibility of doing tests of Higgs boson properties
will be offered by LEP2 (and later on by NLC) with e+e− → HZ and e+e− → Hγ. The
SM allows for e+e− → Z → HZ at tree level and for e+e− → γ, Z → Hγ at 1-loop level.
We have concentrated[33] our analysis to NP effects due to the five operators OUB, OUW ,
OUB, OUW and OΦ2 which create anomalous HZZ, HZγ and Hγγ couplings. The effects
of the other operators should be already largely constrained through the e+e− →W+W−
channel. The search of NP should proceed by doing precision measurements of HZ
production and by looking for signals of Hγ production, the SM rate for this second
process being apparently too small to be observable.
The precision tests of e+e− → HZ that we propose [33] should consist in measuring
accurately the angular distribution dσ/dcosθ and the Z spin density matrix elements
through the dependence in the azimuthal angle φf between the Z production plane and
the Z → f f¯ decay plane (f being a charged lepton or a b quark). Four azimuthal
asymmetries A14, A12, A13 and A8 respectively associated to the cosφf , sinφf , sin2φf and
cos2φfdependences are especially suitable for this search. With these five observables it
is in principle possible to disentangle the effects of the five NP operators.
At LEP2, the number of events would be too small (about 200 raw ones) to allow for
such a detailed analysis. Only dσ/dcosθ will be measurable (see Fig.2a,b) and will give a
meaningful constraint on one combination of NP couplings namely dZZ = dc
2
W+dBs
2
W and
|fφ2|. Assuming mH = 80GeV at 192GeV the sensitivity limit is d = 0.015 or dB = 0.04
which corresponds through unitarity relations to NP scales of 14 and 5 TeV respectively.
In the case of OΦ2 the observability limit is |fφ2| ≃ 0.01, which means ΛNP ≃ 6− 7TeV .
This is not too bad for a first exploration of the Higgs sector!
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At NLC, for example at 1TeV with a few thousands of events, see Fig.2c, the sensitivity
now reaches |fφ2| ≃ 0.004, |d| ≃ 0.005, |dB| ≃ 0.015 corresponding to NP scales of 10 , 40 ,
8 TeV respectively. The disentangling of the five couplings is now conceivable through the
study of the azimuthal asymmetries, which depend on four other combinations of |fφ2|,
dγZ = sW cW (d − dB) and the CP-violating ones d¯ZZ and d¯γZ . This should be possible
down to the percent level, see Fig.2d,e,f and [33].
A preliminary analysis of Hγ production is in progress [33]. The angular distribution
dσ/dcosθ of this process is sensitive to a new combination of couplings dγγ = ds
2
W +dBc
2
W .
So it can be used to disentangle d from dB without going through the difficult analysis of
the Z spin density matrix. Only the search for CP-violating effects would then motivate
it.
7 Tests in γγ collisions
New possibilities for testing the bosonic sector will be offered at high energy e+e− col-
liders. Through the laser backscattering method [34] intense and high energetic photon
beams will be available. For our purpose two types of processes will be interesting, boson
pair production and single Higgs production in γγ collisions.
a) Boson pair production in γγ collisions
We have considered[35] the following five processes γγ → W+W−, γγ → ZZ, γγ →
γZ, γγ → γγ, and also γγ → HH . They are sensitive to the seven operators OW ,
OWΦ, OBΦ, OUW , OUB, OUW , OUB. The first three of them induce anomalous triple
gauge boson couplings, while the remaining four create anomalous CP conserving and CP
violating Higgs couplings.
We have shown[35] that the pT distribution of one of the final boson B3 and B4 provides
a convenient way of looking for NP effects. The process γγ → W+W− receives a tree
level contribution from SM, and NP contribution from the seven operators. The processes
γγ → ZZ and γγ → HH receive no tree level SM contribution but NP contributions from
six operators (OW is excluded). The two processes γγ → γγ and γZ also receive no tree
level contribution from SM but NP contributions from only the four operators OUW , OUB,
OUW , OUB, typical of the scalar sector.
We have studied the sensitivity to each of these operators in the various channels and
the ways to disentangle their effects. See Fig.3a-d.
Table 3 summarizes the observability limits (lower bounds for the couplings leading to
observable effects) expected for each operator by assuming that for W+W− production a
departure of 5% as compared to the SM prediction in the high pT range, will be observable.
Combining these bounds with the unitarity relations [4] we obtain the upper bounds on
the related NP scale which are indicated in parentheses in Table 3. The luminosities
assumed for a 0.5, 1, 2 TeV collider are 20, 80, 320 fb−1 respectively.
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Table 3: Observability limits based on the W+W− channel
to the anomalous couplings and the related NP scales ΛNP (TeV).
OW OUW or OUW OUB or OUB OBΦ or OWΦ
2Ee(TeV) |λW | ΛNP |d| or |d| ΛNP |dB| or |dB| ΛNP |fB| or |fW | ΛNP
0.5 0.04 1.7 0.1 2.4 0.04 4.9 0.2 1.8, 1
1 0.01 3.5 0.04 5.5 0.015 9 0.05 3.5, 2
2 0.003 6.4 0.015 17 0.005 17 0.015 6.5, 3.6
At 2 TeV, in the case of the operators OUB, OUW , OUB, OUW slightly better limits
could in principle be obtained by using the γγ → ZZ process. Demanding for example
that the NP contribution to this process reaches the level of the SM result for γγ → ZZ
[36], we can decrease the limiting value for the couplings |d| (or |d|) and |dB| (or |dB|)
down to 0.01 and 0.003 respectively. This means that a 2 TeV collider is sensitive to
NP scales of about 20 TeV. A more precise analysis using realistic uncertainties for the
detection of the ZZ channel and taking into account the interference between the SM and
the NP contributions, could probably improve these limits. This is left for a future work.
We also found[35] that complete disentangling is possible by analyzing final spin states,
i.e. separating WT (ZT ) from WL(ZL) states. Identification of CP violating terms requires
full W or Z spin density matrix reconstruction from their decay distributions[31, 33] or
analyses with linearly polarized photon beams[37].
b) Single Higgs production in γγ collisions
We now show[38] that single Higgs production in γγ collisions through laser backscat-
tering should provide the best way to look for New Physics (NP) effects inducing anoma-
lous Higgs couplings. The Standard contribution to γγ → H only occurs at 1-loop. With
the high luminosities expected at linear e+e− colliders, a large number of Higgs bosons
should be produced. The sensitivity to anomalous Hγγ couplings is therefore very strong.
NP contributions to this coupling only arises through the four operators OUB, OUW , OUB
and OUW .
We have first studied[38] the sensitivity of the production cross section σ(γγ → H)
for the typical NLC energies. With the aforementioned designed luminosities, one gets
a few thousands of Higgs bosons produced in the light or intermediate mass range, see
Fig.4a,b for the case of a 1 TeV NLC. Assuming conservatively an experimental detection
accuracy of about 10% on the production rate, one still gets an observability limit of the
order of 10−3, 4.10−3, 3.10−4, 10−3 for d, d¯, dB and d¯B respectively. The corresponding
constraints on the NP scale derived on the basis of the unitarity relations [4], are then
very high, i.e. 200, 60, 60 and 30 TeV respectively.
The disentangling of the four operators OUB, OUW , OUB and OUW is possible by
considering the Higgs decay branching ratios. Concerning this, we remark that H → bb¯ is
not affected by the aforementioned seven purely bosonic operators describing NP. Neither
H → WW, ZZ are particularly sensitive to such an NP, since it is masked by strong tree
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level SM contributions. On the other hand, the processes H → γγ and H → γZ who
receive tree level contributions from the above anomalous couplings and only one loop ones
from SM, are most sensitive to NP. Thus their ratio to the dominant Higgs decay mode,
which depending on the Higgs mass may either be the bb¯ or the WW, ZZ modes, provide
a very sensitive way to further help disentangling among the CP conserving operators
OUB and OUW . This way, using H → γγ or H → γZ, couplings even weaker than 10−3
could be observable. For comparison we note that the corresponding sensitivity limit from
H → WW, ZZ is at the 10% level.
Most spectacular for the disentangling of the various operators seem to be the ratios
WW/ZZ and γγ/γZ, shown in Fig.5a,b. The first one, which is applicable in the inter-
mediate and high Higgs mass range, allows to disentangle OUB from OUW down to values
of the order of 10−1, whereas the second one, applicable in the light Higgs case, is sensitive
to couplings down to the 10−3 level or less.
Note that these properties are independent of the production modes and can be used
for disentangling anomalous Higgs couplings in any other process.
The identification of CP-violating terms is not directly possible except for the remark
that, contrarily to the CP-conserving terms, there can be no intereference with the tree
level SM contributions. Thus a CP violating interaction cannot lower the value of the
widths through a destructive intereference. A direct identification of CP violation re-
quires either an analysis of the W or Z spin density matrix through their fermionic decay
distributions [31, 33], or the observation of a suitable asymmetry with linearly polarized
photon beams [37].
8 Concluding words
High precision measurements at Z peak on the one hand, technical problems and defi-
ciencies of SM as well as dynamical models for NP residual effects on the other hand,
suggest a hierarchy among the sectors where NP manifestations should first appear. This
hierarchy favors the scalar sector and at a lower level the gauge sector and the heavy
quark sector. The light fermionic sector should be disfavored.
According to this hierarchy and to several dynamical and symmetry properties we
have classified the operators used to construct the effective lagrangian representing the
NP effects at energies much below the NP scale. We have established unambiguous
relations between the coupling constants and the NP scale through unitarity constraints.
We have shown how higher Z’ vector bosons effects can be integrated into modified photon
and Z exchange amplitudes.
We have then examined the search for such effects at present and future colliders. We
have first looked at virtual effects of NP in e+e− → f f¯ . We have analyzed LEP1/SLC
high precision tests in the various sectors in order to give model independent constraints
on Z’ couplings and other virtual NP effects due to, for example, residual bosonic and
residual heavy quarks interactions described by effective lagrangians. We have established
a method for representing e+e− → f f¯ at high q2, taking automatically into account Z
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peak results in all observables. We have applied it to LEP2 and NLC energy ranges for
several types of virtual NP effects (Technicolour type of resonances, anomalous gauge
couplings, general type of Z ′) and we have shown that each model is caracterized by
a trajectory in the space spanned by the departures from SM predictions to the usual
observables. So a clear disentangling of the models should be possible.
We have then concentrated on tree level effects of the effective lagrangian in the
pure bosonic sectors and their tests at LEP2 and NLC in e+e− and γγ collisions. We
have shortly discussed previous works on the search for anomalous 3-boson couplings in
e+e− → W+W−. We have presented new results on e+e− → HZ,Hγ and the tests
that these processes provide for anomalous HZZ, HZγ and Hγγ couplings. If the Higgs
is light enough, very sensible results could already be obtained at LEP2 and then, at
NLC, a complete disentangling should be possible. Through laser backscattering method,
the processes γγ → W+W−, ZZ, Zγ, γγ and HH allow to test 3-boson, 4-boson and
Higgs-gauge boson couplings. The most powerful tests of Hγγ will however be available
through single Higgs production in γγ → H . Independently of the Higgs production
process, ratios of Higgs decay widths can be used to disentangle the operators involved.
The ratio H → γγ/H → γZ has been shown to be especially sensitive even for very low
couplings.
The landscape for these future tests is the following. At present, from LEP1/SLC the
value of the NP scale which can be reached through virtual effects of blind operators is of
the order of 0.35 TeV. The process e+e− → W+W− will allow a direct access to 3-gauge
boson couplings up to an NP scale of about 1.5 TeV at LEP2 and 10 TeV at NLC. The
processes e+e− → HZ,Hγ will test the Higgs-gauge boson couplings up to 5-14 TeV at
LEP2 and 10-50 TeV at NLC. Finally at NLC with the laser induced γγ collisions one
should reach scales in the 10 TeV range with γγ → V V but in the 100 TeV range with
the single Higgs production process γγ → H . This range of scales covers a large domain
of theoretical models of NP. This can let us hope that we will learn a lot about the origin
of gauge symmetry breaking and the mass generation mechanism.
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Figure Captions
Fig.1 Trajectories in the space of relative departures from SM for leptonic observables
in e+e− → µ+µ− for various types of models.
(a) 3-dimensional trajectories for general Z ′
(b)Technicolour models (TC) and anomalous gauge couplings (AGC)
(c) 2-dimensional trajectories for specific Z ′ models, E6(−1 < cosβ < +1), RL(
√
2
3
<
αRL <
√
2)
(d) compositeness inspired Y , YL, Z∗ models.
Fig.2 HZ production at LEP2 and NLC for mH = 80GeV .
(a) Cross section for e+e− → HZ versus e+e− total energy for SM and NP contributions
due to OUB, OUW , and OΦ2.
(b) Angular distribution of e+e− → HZ versus |cosθ| at 192 GeV, SM and NP contri-
butions due to OUB, OUW , and OΦ2. The number of events obtained with an integrated
luminosity of 300 pb−1 is also indicated.
(c) Angular distribution of e+e− → HZ versus |cosθ| at NLC(1 TeV), SM and NP contri-
butions due to OUB, OUW , and OΦ2. The number of events obtained with an integrated
luminosity of 80 fb−1 is also indicated.
(d) Azimuthal asymmetry A14 for Z → bb¯, versus total e+e− energy, SM and NP contri-
butions due to OUW .
(e) Azimuthal asymmetry A12 for Z → bb¯, versus total e+e− energy, SM and NP contri-
butions due to OUW .
(f) Azimuthal asymmetry A13 versus total e
+e− energy, SM and NP contributions due to
OUW .
Fig.3 Sensitivity of the transverse momentum (pT ) distribution dσ/dpT at 1 TeV for
various operators.
(a) OW in γγ →W+W−.
(b) OBΦ and OWΦ in γγ →W+W−, ZZ, HH .
(c) OUW and OUW in γγ →W+W−, ZZ, γZ, γγ, HH .
(d) OUB and OUB in γγ → W+W−, ZZ, γZ, γγ, HH .
Fig.4 Cross sections for Higgs production in γγ collisions from laser backscattering at
a 1 TeV e+e− linear collider. The expected number of events per year for an integrated
luminosity of 80fb−1, is also indicated.
(a) Standard prediction (solid line), with d = +0.01 (long dashed), d = −0.01 (dashed -
circles), d = +0.005 (short dashed), d = −0.005 (dashed), d = +0.001 (dashed - stars),
and d = −0.001 (dashed - boxes).
(b) Standard prediction (solid line), with d¯ = 0.01 (long dashed), d¯ = 0.001 (short
dashed), d¯ = 0.005 (dashed).
Fig.5 Ratios of Higgs decay widths for mH = 0.2TeV versus coupling constant values,
(a) Γ(H → WW )/Γ(H → ZZ) ,
(b) Γ(H → γγ)/Γ(H → γZ) ,
with d > 0 (solid), d < 0 (short dashed), dB > 0 (dashed), dB < 0 (long dashed), d¯
(dashed-circles), d¯B (dashed-stars).
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